Grades 10-12
Reality
Course Objectives—
Parent Version
•

•

•

•

To create perfectly
healthy, balanced and
emotionally mature
students
To help students to
consistently honor their
parents, bring them great
acclaim and boost the
parent’s self-esteem as a
model parent for the rest
of the world to emulate
To teach students to
communicate with their
parents in more than
monosyllabic grunts
To learn about yourself as
you grill your student
about what happened in
class

Tutor—Steve Maybee, M.A.
psychtutorkzoo@gmail.com
(269) 220-5433

Student Version
• To come together with

•
•

friends, new and old, for a
fun and engaging time full
of interesting experiments
and activities that just
might have some real-life
applicability
To help you understand
why your friend acts so
weird sometimes
To see how you might one
day actually make some
money by zapping or
feeding rats all day, or by
playing with little kids, or
being able to sit down with
someone and enlighten
them with your great
wisdom and then be able to
tell them what to do with
their lives (which you
already do anyway, but
hey, why not get paid for
it?)

I am a Christian homeschooling
father of 4 wonderful boys whom
God has given my wife and I as our
own psychology experiment.
I have spent over 25 years as a
Christian counselor and have a
passion for helping people see the
person that they are in whom God
takes great delight.
I have taught this class many times
and greatly enjoy interacting with
the students and joining them on
the road to discovering God’s
creative work in us.
I also want to give students a taste
of some of the many interesting
areas in the field of psychology
while preparing them to be
discerning in what they may hear in
college classes or in the media that
doesn’t line up with biblical
principles.
Classes will include group
discussion, experiments, and
personal discovery. There will be
quizzes at the end of each unit as
well as a mid-term exam and a final
exam.
Cost-- $350 per student and can be
paid one time during the first week
of class or $200 at the beginning of
the class and $150 by January 25,
2023.

Some topics covered:
Learning and Motivation

Personality

Experimental Psychology

Abnormal Psychology

Depression

Forensic Psychology

Communication

Behavior Modification

Diagnostics

Perception

Therapy

Physiology

Family Systems

Developmental Psychology

Gender

Group Therapy

Some feedback from past students:
Good class. Very useful in all aspects of life. I recommend it.
You won’t regret it!
Overall, this class has been a huge help to me. Not only in coming to know myself better, but also understanding others.
I liked that it was interesting and easy to stay awake.
You really get a good look into the field of psychology.
I would tell others to take this class as it is a unique class. Many high school students enjoy psychology as it explains
many things that students often wonder about.
It’s really interesting and fun!
Probably one of my favorite classes.
This class is the best! I learned so much that helped me in life.
Mr. Maybee’s Psychology class really prepared me for taking college classes.
I like how the class was taught: very interactive and everyone had the freedom to say what they thought.
Even if you don’t like psychology, this class will at least make you more interested. The humor added in that’s mixed
with experiments livens up the class. Take this class, and I promise you, you won’t regret it.

